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 20 September 2016 

(U//FOUO)  Cyber Threats and Vulnerabilities to US Election Infrastructure

(U//FOUO)  Prepared by the Office of Intelligence and Analysis (I&A) and the Office of Cyber and Infrastructure Analysis (OCIA). 

(U) Scope

(U//FOUO)  This Assessment provides a baseline understanding of cyber threats to computer-enabled US election infrastructure.  This 

Assessment discusses cyber risk and provides mitigation measures to owners and operators of US election infrastructure.  This 

Assessment is intended to assist state and local governments in protecting, preventing, mitigating, and responding to cyber incidents 

against US election infrastructure.  

(U) Key Judgments

(U//FOUO)  DHS has no indication that adversaries or criminals are planning cyber operations against US 

election infrastructure that would change the outcome of the coming US election.  Multiple checks and 

redundancies in US election infrastructure—including diversity of systems, non-Internet connected voting 

machines, pre-election testing, and processes for media, campaign, and election officials to check, audit, and 

validate results—make it likely that cyber manipulation of US election systems intended to change the 

outcome of a national election would be detected. 

(U//FOUO)  We judge cybercriminals and criminal hackers are likely to continue to target personally 

identifiable information (PII), such as that available in voter registration databases.  We have no indication, 

however, that criminals are planning theft of voter information to disrupt or alter US computer-enabled 

election infrastructure.   

(U//FOUO)  We assess multiple elements of US election infrastructure are potentially vulnerable to cyber 

intrusions.  The risk to US computer-enabled election systems varies from county to county, between types 

of devices used, and among processes used by polling stations.   

(U) US Computer-Enabled Election Infrastructure

(U) US election infrastructure is a diverse set of assets, systems, and networks, both public and private.  Based on our analysis of each phase of the

election process, the following election infrastructure represents the key computer-enabled assets, systems, and networks most critical to the security

and resilience of the election process.

» (U)  Electronic voting systems and associated infrastructure located at polling places during voting.

» (U)  Information technology infrastructure and systems used to maintain voter registration databases.

» (U)  Information technology infrastructure and systems used to manage elections, which may include systems that count, audit, and display

election results on election night, as well as for post-election reporting used to certify and validate results.
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(U) Election Processes: Some Computer-Enabled

(U//FOUO)  No Indication of Cyber Operations to Change Vote Outcome 

(U//FOUO)  DHS has no indication that adversaries or criminals are planning cyber operations against US election 

infrastructure that would change the outcome of the coming US election.  Multiple checks and redundancies in US election 

infrastructure—including diversity of systems, non-Internet connected voting machines, pre-election testing, and processes 

for media, campaigns and election officials to check, audit, and validate results—make it likely that cyber manipulation of US 

election systems intended to change the outcome of a national election would be detected.  

» (U//FOUO)  We assess that successfully mounting widespread cyber operations against US voting machines, enough to

affect a national election, would require a multiyear effort with significant human and information technology resources

available only to a nation-state.  The level of effort and scale required to change the outcome of a national election,

however, would make it nearly impossible to avoid detection.  This assessment is based on the diversity of systems, the

need for physical access to compromise voting machines, and the security and pre-election testing employed by state

and local officials.*  In addition, the vast majority of localities engage in logic and accuracy testing, which work to ensure

voting machines operate and tabulate as expected—before, during, and after the election.

» (U//FOUO)  We judge, as a whole, voter registration databases are resilient to systemic, nationwide cyber

manipulation because of the diverse systems and security measures surrounding them.  Targeted intrusions against

individual voter registration databases, however, are possible.  Additionally, with illicit access, manipulation of voter

* (U)  Voting precincts in more than 3,100 counties across the United States use nearly 50 different types of voting machines produced by

14 different manufacturers. The diversity in voting systems and versions of voting software provides significant security by complicating

attack planning.  Most voting machines do not have active connections to the Internet.

U//FOUO 
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data, or disruptions to their availability, may impact a voter’s ability to vote on Election Day.  Most jurisdictions, 

however, still rely on paper voter rolls or electronic poll books that are not connected in real-time to voter 

registration databases, limiting the possible impacts in 2016. 

» (U//FOUO)  We assess the impact of an intrusion into vote tabulation systems would likely be contained to the

manipulation of unofficial Election Night reporting results, which would not impact the certified outcome of an election,

but could undermine public confidence in the results.  In addition, local election officials, media organizations, and

political campaigns carefully monitor local voting patterns, particularly in electorally significant jurisdictions, and are

likely to detect and begin investigating potential anomalies quickly.

(U//FOUO)  Non-State Actors Likely To Continue Targeting PII, Potentially Attempt Disruption 

(U//FOUO)  We judge cybercriminals and criminal hackers are likely to continue to target voter PII.  We have no 

indication, however, that cybercriminals are planning theft of voter information to disrupt or alter computer-enabled US 

election infrastructure voting.  Politically-motivated criminal hackers could attempt temporary disruptive cyber attacks, such 

as denial-of-service (DoS) attacks or web defacements against election-related websites, in the lead-up to or during the 

election process.  Disruptive attacks could target public-facing state and local government websites, potentially including 

election infrastructure used to report election results to the general public and media; however, we judge this activity 

would likely have little impact on the voting process itself.  

» (U//FOUO)  Unknown cyber actors in mid-July used an open-source scanning tool to identify and exploit a structured

query language (SQL) injection vulnerability and exfiltrate PII from a Midwestern state board of elections website,

according to FBI sources with excellent access and information provided by a cybersecurity organization supporting

states.  In at least three other states, voting and non-voting related websites during the same period observed

unsuccessful SQL injection attacks from unknown actors, according to the same reporting.

» (U//FOUO)  Cybercriminals routinely attempt exploitation of misconfigured and vulnerable websites and webservers

via SQL injection, brute force login attempts, cross-site scripting, and other publicly known vulnerabilities, according to

DHS reporting from sources with direct access.

» (U//FOUO)  Criminal hackers routinely engage in disruptive attacks such as website defacement and DoS attacks,

through exploiting publicly known vulnerabilities and for-hire DoS tools, according to DHS reporting from reliable

sources with direct access.

(U) Vulnerability of Computer-Enabled Election Systems

(U//FOUO)  We assess multiple elements of US election infrastructure are potentially vulnerable to cyber intrusions.  The 

risk to computer-enabled election systems, however, varies from county to county, between types of devices used and 

among processes used by polling stations.   

» (U//FOUO)  Electronic Voting Systems:  Security researchers have repeatedly demonstrated in laboratory testing

environments that voting machines are vulnerable to compromise, usually with physical access, and such compromises

could result in the manipulation of vote totals.  Election outcomes would only be impacted if the compromise

happened on a large scale across multiple machines or jurisdictions—which we judge to be beyond the capability of any

adversary—or in cases of smaller local elections where the margin of victory is at a smaller scale.

» (U//FOUO)  Voter Registration Databases:  Online voter registration systems provide a potential point of

vulnerability to enable cyber actors to gain illicit access to voter registration databases.  Cyber actors have exploited

these portals in the past to gain illicit access to voter information.  Compromises of voter registration databases have

resulted in the potential release of PII, but not the modification of records—with the exception of one unconfirmed

incident of voter registration manipulation reported by US media.  The exposure of voters’ information would have

limited impact on the integrity of the election process; however, it could undermine confidence in the system and

provide the ability to conduct further cyber operations.
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» (U//FOUO)  Public Dissemination of Voting Results:  State government information technology solutions

generally include a public-facing Internet-connected portion that is used to report election results to the general public

and media, which some states have begun migrating to the cloud due to Election Day demand.  Vulnerabilities in the

public-facing Internet portion could be used to display inaccurate vote results to the public and media.  Election Day

results are not the official results of the state or local jurisdiction.

(U) For further references please see Attachments:

1) (U)  US-CERT – Securing Voter Registration Data [Security Tip (ST16-001)], published 15 September 2016,

available at https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/tips/ST16-001

2) (U)  USG – Cyber Incident Reporting: A Unified Message for Reporting to the Federal Government, available at

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Cyber%20Incident%20Reporting%20United%20Message.pdf

3) (U)  NPPD – State, Local, Tribal, and Territorial (SLTT) Cybersecurity Engagement

(U) Reporting Computer Security Incidents

(U) To report a computer security incident, either contact US-CERT at 888-282-0870, or go to https://forms.us-

cert.gov/report/ and complete the US-CERT Incident Reporting System form.  The US-CERT Incident Reporting System

provides a secure, web-enabled means of reporting computer security incidents to US-CERT.  An incident is defined as a violation or

imminent threat of violation of computer security policies, acceptable use policies, or standard computer security practices.  In general,

types of activity commonly recognized as violating typical security policies include attempts (either failed or successful) to gain

unauthorized access to a system or its data, including personally identifiable information; unwanted disruption or denial of service; the

unauthorized use of a system for processing or storing data; and changes to system hardware, firmware, or software without the owner’s

knowledge, instruction, or consent.

(U) Tracked by: HSEC-1.1, HSEC-1.2, HSEC-1.3

(U) Source Summary Statement

(U//FOUO)  This Assessment is based on DHS, FBI, and US media reporting, as well as our understanding of cyber actors and their capabilities.  We 

assess these sources provide credible information based on their direct access to the reported information.  We have moderate confidence in our 

assessment that adversaries or criminals are not planning cyber operations that would compromise the vote integrity of the coming election, attempt 

theft, or conduct short-lived disruptive cyber incidents. 

https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/tips/ST16-001%ED%AF%80%ED%B0%95%ED%AF%80%ED%B0%8C
https://forms.us-cert.gov/report/
https://forms.us-cert.gov/report/
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STATE, LOCAL, TRIBAL, AND TERRITORIAL 
CYBERSECURITY ENGAGEMENT 


The Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) State, 
Local, Tribal and Territorial (SLTT) Cybersecurity 
Engagement program was established to help non- federal 
public stakeholders manage cyber risk. The program 
coordinates the Department’s cybersecurity efforts with 
its SLTT partners to enhance and protect their cyber 
interests. 
 


BUILDING A COMMUNITY OF 
SHARED RESPONSIBILITY 
To build trusted relationships, the SLTT program 
partners with stakeholders on all levels, and plans and 
coordinates cyber summits. The summits bring key 
stakeholders together to share best practices and discuss 
trends and advancements in the field. 


INFORMATION SHARING 
Close working relationships with key SLTT stakeholders 
are critical to fulfilling DHS’s mission to protect the Nation’s 
critical cyber infrastructure. 


The DHS National Cybersecurity and 
Communications Integration Center (NCCIC) is a 
24X7 cyber situational awareness, incident response, and 
management center and a national nexus of cyber and 
communications integration for the Federal Government, 
intelligence community, and law enforcement. 


The NCCIC leads the protection of the federal civilian 
agencies in cyberspace, provides support and expertise to 
critical infrastructure owners and operators, and works 
with the Multi-State Information Sharing and Analysis 
Center (MS-ISAC) to provide information to SLTT 
governments. 


The Multi-State Information Sharing and Analysis 
Center (MS-ISAC) is grant-funded and designated by 
DHS as the key resource for cyber threat prevention, 
protection, response and recovery for the Nation’s SLTT 
governments. The MS-ISAC provides advisories, 
newsletters, cybersecurity guides and toolkits, and many 
more services to all members in an effort to enhance cyber 
situational awareness. 


Through its 24X7 Security Operations Center (SOC), the 
MS-ISAC serves as a central resource for situational 
awareness and incident response for SLTT governments. The 
SOC provides real-time network monitoring, 
dissemination of early cyber threat warnings, and 
vulnerability identification and mitigation to reduce cyber 
risks to SLTT governments. Membership is free. 


MANAGING CYBER RISK 
In conjunction with partners, DHS engages with SLTT 
representatives to help enhance their cybersecurity risk 
postures and collaborates with them to leverage free resources 
available to improve their cybersecurity. 


The Cyber Hygiene (CH) assessment is a no-cost, 
voluntary, technical assessment encompassing 
configuration error and vulnerability scanning. Based on 
findings, DHS offers recommendations on remediating the 
vulnerabilities. This assessment is conducted remotely and on a 
recurring basis. 


The Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (RVA) is a more 
in-depth no-cost, voluntary, technical assessment than Cyber 
Hygiene; This suite of services includes penetration testing, 
social engineering, wireless access discovery and identification, 
as well as database and operating system scanning. 


Cyber Security Advisors (CSA) and Protective Security 
Advisors (PSA) are regionally located personnel that provide 
immediate and sustained assistance, coordination, and 
outreach to prepare and protect both SLTT and private 
sector critical infrastructure entities from cyber and physical 
threats.  


ABOUT DHS CYBER 
DHS is responsible for safeguarding our Nation’s critical 
infrastructure from physical and cyber threats that can affect 
national security, public safety, and economic prosperity.  


For more information: www.dhs.gov/cyber. 


To learn more about SLTT resources, email 
SLTTCyber@hq.dhs.gov. 
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Cyber Incident Reporting 
A Unified Message for Reporting to the Federal Government 


Cyber incidents can have serious consequences.  The theft of private, financial, or other sensitive data and cyber attacks that damage 


computer systems are capable of causing lasting harm to anyone engaged in personal or commercial online transactions.  Such risks 


are increasingly faced by businesses, consumers, and all other users of the Internet. 


A private sector entity that is a victim of a cyber incident can receive assistance from government agencies, which are prepared to 


investigate the incident, mitigate its consequences, and help prevent future incidents.  For example, federal law enforcement agencies 


have highly trained investigators who specialize in responding to cyber incidents for the express purpose of disrupting threat actors 


who caused the incident and preventing harm to other potential victims.  In addition to law enforcement, other federal responders 


provide technical assistance to protect assets, mitigate vulnerabilities, and offer on-scene response personnel to aid in incident 


recovery.  When supporting affected entities, the various agencies of the Federal Government work in tandem to leverage their 


collective response expertise, apply their knowledge of cyber threats, preserve key evidence, and use their combined authorities and 


capabilities both to minimize asset vulnerability and bring malicious actors to justice.  This fact sheet explains when, what, and how to 


report to the Federal Government in the event of a cyber incident. 


When to Report to the Federal Government 


A cyber incident is an event that could jeopardize the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of digital information or information 


systems.  Cyber incidents resulting in significant damage are of particular concern to the Federal Government.  Accordingly, victims 


are encouraged to report all cyber incidents that may: 


• result in a significant loss of data, system availability, or control of systems;


• impact a large number of victims;


• indicate unauthorized access to, or malicious software present on, critical information technology systems;


• affect critical infrastructure or core government functions; or


• impact national security, economic security, or public health and safety.


What to Report 


A cyber incident may be reported at various stages, even when complete information may not be available.  Helpful information could 


include who you are, who experienced the incident, what sort of incident occurred, how and when the incident was initially detected, 


what response actions have already been taken, and who has been notified. 


How to Report Cyber Incidents to the Federal Government 


Private sector entities experiencing cyber incidents are encouraged to report a cyber incident to the local field offices of federal law 


enforcement agencies, their sector specific agency, and any of the federal agencies listed in the table on page two.  The federal agency 


receiving the initial report will coordinate with other relevant federal stakeholders in responding to the incident.  If the affected entity 


is obligated by law or contract to report a cyber incident, the entity should comply with that obligation in addition to voluntarily 


reporting the incident to an appropriate federal point of contact. 


Types of Federal Incident Response 


Upon receiving a report of a cyber incident, the Federal Government will promptly focus its efforts on two activities: Threat Response 


and Asset Response.  Threat response includes attributing, pursuing, and disrupting malicious cyber actors and malicious cyber 


activity.  It includes conducting criminal investigations and other actions to counter the malicious cyber activity.  Asset response 


includes protecting assets and mitigating vulnerabilities in the face of malicious cyber activity.  It includes reducing the impact to 
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systems and/or data; strengthening, recovering and restoring services; identifying other entities at risk; and assessing potential risk to 


the broader community.  


Irrespective of the type of incident or its corresponding response, Federal agencies work together to help affected entities understand 


the incident, link related incidents, and share information to rapidly resolve the situation in a manner that protects privacy and civil 


liberties. 


Key Federal Points of Contact 


Threat Response Asset Response 


Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 


FBI Field Office Cyber Task Forces:    
http://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field 


Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3):  
http://www.ic3.gov 


Report cybercrime, including computer intrusions or attacks, 
fraud, intellectual property theft, identity theft, theft of trade 
secrets, criminal hacking, terrorist activity, espionage, 
sabotage, or other foreign intelligence activity to FBI Field 
Office Cyber Task Forces.  


Report individual instances of cybercrime to the IC3, which 
accepts Internet crime complaints from both victim and third 
parties. 


National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration 
Center (NCCIC) 


NCCIC:  (888) 282-0870 or NCCIC@hq.dhs.gov 


United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team: 
http://www.us-cert.gov 


Report suspected or confirmed cyber incidents, including when 
the affected entity may be interested in government assistance 
in removing the adversary, restoring operations, and 
recommending ways to further improve security.    


National Cyber Investigative Joint Task Force 


NCIJTF CyWatch 24/7 Command Center:  (855) 292-3937 
or cywatch@ic.fbi.gov  


Report cyber intrusions and major cybercrimes that require 
assessment for action, investigation, and engagement with 
local field offices of federal law enforcement agencies or the 
Federal Government. 


United States Secret Service 


Secret Service Field Offices and Electronic Crimes Task 
Forces (ECTFs):   
http://www.secretservice.gov/contact/field-offices 


Report cybercrime, including computer intrusions or attacks, 
transmission of malicious code, password trafficking, or theft of 
payment card or other financial payment information 


United States Immigration and Customs Enforcement / 
Homeland Security Investigations (ICE/HSI) 


HSI Tip Line:  866-DHS-2-ICE (866-347-2423) or 
https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form  


HSI Field Offices:  https://www.ice.gov/contact/hsi 


HSI Cyber Crimes Center:  https://www.ice.gov/cyber-
crimes 


Report cyber-enabled crime, including: digital theft of 
intellectual property; illicit e-commerce (including hidden 
marketplaces); Internet-facilitated proliferation of arms and 
strategic technology; child pornography; and cyber-enabled 
smuggling and money laundering. 


If there is an immediate threat to public health or safety, the public should always call 911. 
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Security Tip (ST16-001) 


Securing Voter Registration Data 


Original release date: September 15, 2016 


Voter Registration Databases (VRDBs) present a unique target for cyber threat actors. It is vital 
that security professionals take precautions to defend VRDBs against cyber intrusion. 


Overview 


Voter registration databases (VRDB) 
and election systems are rich targets 
and may continue to experience 
frequent attempted intrusions. This 
problem is not unique to individual 
states—it is shared across the nation. 
The keys to good cybersecurity are 
awareness and constant vigilance. 


What are the threats that may place voter data at risk? 


Malicious actors may use a variety of methods to interfere with voter registration websites and 
databases. Some methods of attack are listed below. 


• Phishing emails attempt to manipulate users into clicking on a malicious link or
downloading a malicious file attachment. Systems infected through phishing attacks act
as an entry point for threat actors to spread throughout an organization, steal voter
information, or disrupt voting operations. For guidance to defend against phishing, see
the United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) Tip on Avoiding
Social Engineering and Phishing Attacks.


• Structured Query Language (SQL) injection is an attack technique that attempts to
subvert the relationship between a webpage and its supporting database, typically to
obtain information in the voter registration database. See US-CERT’s Publication on SQL
Injection for more information.


• Cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities allow threat actors to insert and execute
unauthorized code in web applications. Successful XSS attacks on voter registration
websites can provide the attacker unauthorized access to voter information. For
prevention and mitigation strategies against XSS, see US-CERT’s Alert on Compromised
Web Servers and Web Shells.


• Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks prevent legitimate users from accessing information or
services. A DoS attack can make a voter registration website unavailable or deny access
to voter registration data. Contact your Internet service provider (ISP) to discuss ways
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they can help block DoS attacks targeting your organization. For more information on 
DoS, see US-CERT’s Tip on Understanding Denial-of-Service Attacks. 


• Server vulnerabilities may be exploited to allow unauthorized access to sensitive
information. An attack against a poorly configured server running a voter registration
website may allow an adversary access to critical information and to the supporting
voter registration database itself. See US-CERT’s Tip on Website Security for additional
information.


• Ransomware is a type of malicious software that infects a computer system and
restricts users' access to system resources or data until a ransom is paid to unlock it.
Affected organizations are discouraged from paying the ransom, as this does not
guarantee access will be restored to a compromised VRDB. For more information on
ransomware, see US-CERT’s Publication on Ransomware.


What prevention measures should I employ to protect against these threats? 


DHS encourages election officials and network administrators to implement the 
recommendations below, which can prevent as many as 85 percent of targeted cyber attacks. 
These strategies are common sense to many, but DHS continues to see intrusions because 
organizations fail to use these basic measures.    


• Application whitelisting – This is one of the best security strategies as it allows only
specified programs to run while blocking all others, including malicious software.


• Patch applications and operating systems – Vulnerable applications and operating
systems are the targets of most attacks. Ensuring these are patched with the latest
updates greatly reduces the number of exploitable entry points available to an attacker.


• Restrict administrative privileges – Limiting user permissions to only necessary
functions may prevent malicious software from running or limit its capability to spread
through the network.


• Understanding firewalls – When anyone or anything can access your network at any
time, your network is more susceptible to being attacked. Firewalls can be configured to
block data from certain locations (IP whitelisting) or applications while allowing relevant
and necessary data through.


A commitment to good cybersecurity and best practices is critical to protecting voter 
registration data. Here are some questions you may want to ask of your organization to help 
prevent attacks against voter registration websites and databases: 


1. Backups: Do we backup all critical information? Are the backups stored offline? Have we
tested our ability to revert to backups during an incident?


2. Risk Analysis: Have we conducted a cybersecurity risk analysis of the organization?
3. Staff Training: Have we trained staff on cybersecurity best practices?
4. Vulnerability Patching: Have we applied appropriate patching of known system


vulnerabilities?
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5. Application Whitelisting: Do we allow only approved programs to run on our networks?
6. Incident Response: Do we have an incident response plan and have we practiced it?
7. Business Continuity: Are we able to sustain business operations without access to


certain systems? For how long? Have we tested this?
8. Penetration Testing: Have we attempted to hack into our own systems to test the


security of our systems and our ability to defend against attacks?


How do I respond to unauthorized access to voter registration data? 


Implement your security incident response and business continuity plan. It may take time for 
your organization’s IT professionals to isolate and remove threats to your systems and restore 
normal operations. In the meantime, you should take steps to maintain your organization’s 
essential functions according to your business continuity plan. Organizations should maintain 
and regularly test backup plans, disaster recovery plans, and business continuity procedures. 


Contact law enforcement or DHS immediately. We encourage you to contact your local FBI 
field office, the FBI Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3), or DHS’s National Cybersecurity and 
Communications Integration Center (NCCIC) immediately to report an intrusion and to request 
incident response resources or technical assistance. 


Author 


US-CERT Publications 
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